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The Martian environment is characterized by airborne mineral dust extending between 

the surface and up to 80 km altitude. This dust plays a key role in the climate system and in 

the atmospheric variability. It is a significant issue for any system on the surface. The 

atmospheric dust content is highly variable in space and time. In the past 20 years, many 

investigations have been conducted to better understand the characteristics of the dust 

particles, their distribution and their variability. However, many unknowns remain. The 

occurrence of local, regional and global-scale dust storms are better documented and 

modeled, but they remain very difficult to predict. The vertical distribution of dust, 

characterized by detached layers exhibiting large diurnal and seasonal variations, remains 

quite enigmatic and very poorly modeled.  

Nomenclature 

Ls = Solar Longitude (°) 

MY = Martian year 

reff = Effective radius 

τ =   Dust optical depth (or dust opacity) 

CDOD = Column Dust Optical Depth (i.e. τ integrated over the atmospheric column) 

IR = Infrared 

LDL = Low Dust Loading (season) 

HDL = High Dust Loading (season) 

MGS = Mars Global Surveyor (NASA spacecraft) 

MRO = Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (NASA spacecraft) 

MEX = Mars Express (ESA spacecraft) 

TES = Thermal Emission Spectrometer (instrument aboard MGS) 

THEMIS = Thermal Emission Imaging System (instrument aboard NASA Mars Odyssey spacecraft) 

MCS = Mars Climate Sounder (instrument aboard MRO) 

PDS = Planetary Data System (NASA data archive) 

EDL = Entry, Descending, and Landing 

GCM = Global Climate Model 

 

I. Introduction 

tmospheric dust plays a key role in the Martian climate system and meteorology, influencing atmospheric 

density, temperatures and winds. The dust cycle is currently considered to be the key process controlling the 

climate variability at seasonal and interannual time scales, as well as the “weather” variability at much shorter time 

scales. The atmospheric thermal and dynamical structures, and the transport of aerosols and chemical species, are all 

strongly dependent on the dust spatio-temporal distribution. As such, dust has been extensively studied by 

atmospheric scientists as well as engineers willing to design spacecraft missions operating within the Martian 
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environment. The dust particles can represent a problem for surface mechanical and electrical systems and even for 

the health of future Martian astronauts. In this article we provide a short up-to-date review on the subject, focusing 

on the space-time variability of the dust distribution. 

II. Measuring Martian dust  

A key characteristic of the Martian airborne dust is its large variability in space and time. The amount of dust in 

the atmosphere of the planet is usually indirectly measured using optical techniques from orbit or from the surface, 

in order to estimate the opacity of the atmospheric dust layer. Such an opacity is only a proxy of the actual mass of 

dust particles, but it turns out to be an accurate variable to account for the radiative heating and cooling effects of the 

dust. In most cases this opacity is provided at a given wavelength (e.g. 0.67 µm in the visible, or 9 µm in the thermal 

infrared) as an “extension optical depth” (τ) that can be exactly related to the mass of dust (M, measured in kg m
-2

) 

using the formula:  

                      (1) 

with ρ the density of the dust material (typically 2500 kg m
-3

), reff the effective radius of the dust size distribution 

(typically about 1.5 to 2 µm in the lower atmosphere), and Qext the single scattering extinction parameter at a 

reference wavelength (“extinction” includes both absorption and scattering of radiation). Qext characterizes the mean 

interaction of the dust particle with photons, and varies mostly with wavelength. Its best estimation in the lower 

atmosphere was derived by Wolff et al. (2006, 2009), and typical values can be read in Figure 1 of Madeleine et al. 

(2011). Qext is typically near 2.5 in the visible. The dust opacity at 9.3 µm –which is the main infrared silicate band 

used to measure dust in the thermal infrared - is typically a factor of two lower than visible extinction opacities. 

One of the key physical parameters used to quantify the presence and spatial distribution of mineral dust in the 

atmosphere is the vertically–integrated (or column) optical depth. The CDOD is the retrieval product when the 

observations are obtained by nadir-viewing instruments, such as the TES aboard Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft. 

Although we focus our attention on the column-integrated dust distribution, it should be noted that the spatial 

variation of the vertical distribution of dust also plays a significant role in thermal response (see e.g. Guzewich et al., 

2013). Vertical profiles of extinction opacity can be derived from radiances measured by limb-viewing instruments, 

such as the MCS aboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter spacecraft (Kleinbohl et al., 2009).  

The knowledge of the spatio-temporal distribution of dust is of primary importance to produce quantitative 

estimates of dust mass mixing ratios (using Eq. 1), and calculate the atmospheric heating rates due to absorption and 

scattering of solar and IR radiation by airborne particles. These calculations are the basis for describing the thermal 

forcing in Mars atmospheric models, and producing accurate predictions of the atmospheric state, ultimately 

allowing scientific and engineering studies. 

III. Dust climatologies 

“Aerosol climatology” (specifically dust climatology) is a terminology generally adopted by the Mars planetary 

community to indicate aerosol data (e.g. observed horizontal and vertical distribution) that characterize specific 

times and locations, but can be assumed as valid at other times and locations in a statistical sense. Because there are 

relatively few observations of CDOD on Mars, which do not cover all times and locations, the use of dust 

climatologies is common practice in modeling studies of the Martian atmosphere, both for scientific and engineering 

purposes, but also as input values to other atmospheric species and surface quantity retrievals (e.g. albedo and 

thermal inertia).     

One of the dust climatologies most widely used by the Martian community is that built using CDOD retrievals 

from the MGS/TES nadir IR spectra, (Smith et al., 2001; Smith, 2004, 2008), covering the whole of MY 25 and 26
3
, 

and part of MY 24 and 27. In general, the TES dust climatology is considered fairly robust, but the version publicly 

available on NASA PDS lacks retrieved CDOD values in the winter polar regions when the surface is cold, or when 

the surface-atmosphere thermal contrast is small (e.g. at high latitudes in winter time or during global-scale dust 

storms), despite the fact that observations exist. There is ongoing work to try and extend the TES dust climatology to 

regions where the surface-atmosphere thermal contrast is small, using state-of-the-art retrieval techniques, and 

generally to correct for potential biases in the previously published version (see Montabone et al., 2017). 
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There exists other dust climatologies based on CDOD. The dust climatology retrieved from Mars 

Odyssey/THEMIS (IR bands, rather than spectra; Smith, 2009), for instance, covers from the end of MY 25 to date, 

but it is affected by the scarce availability of retrievals, which are very sparse both in space and time. CDOD 

retrievals from the PanCam cameras aboard the Mars Exploration Rovers (‘Spirit’ and ‘Opportunity’) have produced 

long-term dust climatologies at visible wavelengths in Gusev Crater and Meridiani Planum (Lemmon et al., 2014), 

spanning several MYs, but their observations are limited to two locations on the planet. The Mastcam camera aboard 

the Mars Science Laboratory ‘Curiosity’ is being used for the same purpose, and is starting to build a multiannual 

dust climatology in Gale Crater (Smith et al, 2017).  

Since 2006 Mars atmospheric dust has also been continuously observed by MCS aboard MRO. MCS is a limb-

scanning instrument that mainly produce vertical profiles of dust opacity which does not extend to the surface. 

Nevertheless the MCS team has ongoing work to use in-planet observations in order to retrieve CDOD.   

A recent addition to multiannual IR dust climatology databases is that produced by retrievals of CDOD using the 

PFS aboard ESA’s MEX spacecraft (see Wolkenberg et al., 2017), which should become available to the Mars 

science and engineering communities in the near future.  

Finally, Montabone et al. (2015) gridded a combination of CDOD retrievals from TES and THEMIS, as well as 

estimates of CDODs from MRO/MCS limb profiles of dust opacity to produce maps of horizontal dust distribution 

spanning nine MYs, from April 1999 to June 2015 (MY 24 to 32). This quantitative dataset (publicly available on 

the Mars Climate Database website at http://www-mars.lmd.jussieu.fr), which shows the evolution of dust storms 

and their interannual variability, has a qualitative counterpart in the multiannual visible dust climatology dataset 

based on MOC and MARCI images and described in Wang & Richardson (2015).   

IV. Seasonal and interannual evolution. 

Atmospheric dust opacities have now been continuously monitored by various instrument since the beginning of 

the Mars Global Surveyor mission in 1999. We can thus analyze almost 10 Martian years of observations, and learn 

from a statistical meaningful multiannual dataset. Figure 1 presents such a dataset by showing the zonal mean of the 

column dust optical depth as a function of latitude and season (solar longitude, Ls). In this plot the dust optical depth 

τ  is normalized to a reference pressure level of 610 Pa (τ610Pa = τ × 610/ps with τ the locally measured column 

opacity and ps the local surface pressure) in order to roughly remove the effect of topography in the spatial variation 

of τ. Data are extracted from the daily maps of gridded dust optical depth described in Montabone et al. (2015). The 

provided 9.3 μm absorption CDOD have been converted to mean visible extinction optical depth by multiplying by 

a factor 2.6 (see more details about this conversion factor in Section 2.3.4 of Montabone et al., 2015).  

Many characteristics of the Mars’ dust cycle can be identified in these plots. First, every year systematically 

starts with a clear, highly repeatable period between Ls=0°-10° and Ls=140° (“Low Dust Loading” –LDL- season) 

during which the dust opacity slowly decays globally, since there is almost no dust lifting (except along the edges of 

the seasonal CO2 caps in both hemispheres).  

After Ls=140°, dust storms start to occur, althought not following the same pattern every year, hence inducing a 

large year-to-year variability. In particular MYs 25 and 28 are specials since planet-encircling dust storms (so-called 

“global dust storms”, although they should more precisely be named global- or planetary-scale dust storms) occurred 

respectively around Ls=180° and Ls=270°, as discussed below. Overall the period Ls=140°-360° can be identified 

as the “High Dust Loading” (HDL) season (see also Montabone et al., 2017).    

A typical question that can be asked when assessing a landing site on Mars is: “What are the locations that 

experience the dustiest or clearest skies overall, or the largest variability?”. As much as rainfall can be used to define 

climate zones on Earth, dust optical depth could give insights into defining possible climate zones on Mars. A 

preliminary answer to this question is provided in Figure 2, which shows maps of mean dust opacities (normalized 

to the 610 Pa pressure level) and the related standard deviation, using the same datasets as in Figure 1. 

The most striking features are the large values of the multi-annual TES mean in both Hellas and Argyre basins, 

as well as the northern and southern polar regions. According to the TES climatology, these are the overall dustiest 

locations on Mars, followed by a band of ~20° latitude centered around 45°S as well as by the western Meridiani 

Planum (Xanthe and Margaritifer Terrae) and the area around Valles Marineris. The above mentioned latitude band 

is characterized by dust being lifted by southern baroclinic waves (low pressure systems) and wind gusts induced by 

polar cap edge temperature differences during southern autumn and winter, while the western Meridiani Planum 

area lies within the Acidalia-Chryse storm track. Note, however, that the high values of dust opacity in the ~20° 

latitude band centered around 45°S are currently being revised in the TES dataset (see Montabone et al., 2017), and 

it seems likely that they are much lower than presently shown. The least dusty places on Mars are the northern mid-

high latitudes between 45° and 75°N. These locations are also those that experience the smallest variability. 

http://www-mars.lmd.jussieu.fr/
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Figure 1: Zonal means of equivalent-visible extinction column dust optical depth normalized to the 

reference 610 Pa pressure level for 9 Martian Years (MY 24 through MY 32). The longitudinally-averaged 

column dust optical depth is plotted as a function of solar longitude and latitude. Data are extracted from the 

daily maps of gridded Column Dust Optical Depth described in Montabone et al. (2015) combining retrievals 

from available datasets. White areas indicate missing data.  
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Mean dust optical depth                   Standard deviation during the period  

  

  
Figure 2. The left panels show the grid-point mean of multi-annual (MY 24 through 26) 9µm absorption 

Column Dust Optical Depth (Thermal infrared CDODs are about 2.6 lower than the equivalent-visible 

CDODs shown in Fig. 1) normalized to the reference 610 Pa pressure level, for the high dust loading season 

(top) and low dust loading season (bottom). The right panels show the corresponding grid-point standard 

deviation. Observations are from TES and THEMIS (only for MY 26). CDOD values are extracted from 

Montabone et al. (2015). Data obtained during the MY25 planetary-scale dust storm are not included (i.e. 

Ls=185°-245°). 

V. Dust storms and storm forecast 

A. Dust storm classification 

Although small-scale dust storms can occur at any time during a Martian year, observations show that it is during 

northern autumn and winter (the HDL season) that the dust lifting increases, raising the probability of observing 

small (sizes of few tens kilometres across) and large (sizes of few hundreds kilometres across) dust storms. This well 

observed phenomenon coincides with the greater forcing in the atmosphere during the period around perihelion, 

which on Mars occurs at LS = 251°.  

Although there is not an officially accepted nomenclature and classification of dust storms (especially for 

historical events), Cantor et al. (2001) showed that one can define a clear size-duration relationship by which one 

can distinguish three (or four) types of dust storms. “Local dust storms” are events that create a thick atmospheric 

dust loading over an area smaller than 1.6·10
6
 km

2
. They tend to systematically last less than 3 sols.  “Regional dust 

storms” are events in which the atmospheric dust loading is important over an area larger than 1.6·10
6
 km

2
,  lasting 

for more than 3 sols. “Planet-encircling dust storms” are referred to those multi-regional dust storm events that 

spread mineral dust in the atmosphere at all longitudes (although not necessarily at all latitudes and not necessarily 

simultaneously), thus engulfing the planet at global scale for several months. The lifting of dust from the ground, 

though, does not occur at global scale, but rather at regional scale. This classification could be completed by the 

“Dust devils”, created by the convective activity during daytime, with diameters of less than 1 km and which last 

less than 10 minutes. It is convenient to distinguish the different types of dust events when studying the likeliness of 

being affected by such an event for robotic or human missions. 
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B. Can dust storms be forecasted ? 

A typical question that is frequently asked to Mars’ atmosphere experts is about the possibility of forecasting 

dust storm events, and in particular the occurrence of a planet-encircling dust storm. 

Weather forecasting on Mars is very different from that on the Earth. When compared to Earth, the specificities 

of the Martian atmosphere (low atmospheric density, water in trace quantities, absence of oceans) provide Mars with 

a (generally speaking) very predictable weather. For a large portion of the year, flow instabilities in the Martian 

atmosphere do not grow (Newman et al., 2004, Greybush et al., 2013). On the contrary, this situation is not likely to 

occur on Earth, where the atmosphere is intrinsically more chaotic. Paradoxically, this makes the prediction of the 

state of the Martian atmosphere with models more problematic in a certain sense, because the main source of 

disagreement between model and observations are possibly unknown biases (whether model or observational 

biases), rather than more or less known flow instabilities (Rogberg et al., 2010). 

While forecasting the atmospheric state (i.e temperatures and winds) when the atmosphere is clear of dust is an 

achievable task in a large portion of the atmosphere and at most times, it becomes a much more difficult enterprise 

when dust storms occur. The main reason comes from the fact that, at the current state of knowledge on the Martian 

dust cycle, the prediction of the onset of dust storms is not yet reliable. Several factors contribute to make this 

prediction as such: 

 The lack of deep understanding of the mechanisms of dust lifting, including the effects of dynamical 

thresholds (Mulholland et al., 2013), electric fields, sand-dust interaction, vertical fluxes; 

 The lack of knowledge on the time-variable reservoirs of surface dust available to be lifted (including the 

possibility of differentiating between “fresh dust” and compacted layers);  

 The approximate knowledge of the dust particle sizes injected in the turbulent boundary layer and beyond; 

 The approximate understanding of the radiative/dynamical feedback that make a local storm transform into 

a regional one, and ultimately into a planetary-scale storm, within a short time-scale (usually just a few 

sols).  

Once dust is airborne, the transport and sedimentation processes are much better constrained than lifting and 

atmospheric injection. Furthermore, the radiative impact of dust has been the object of several recent improvements 

(e.g. Wolff et al., 2009, Madeleine et al., 2011). Provided the size distribution of the airborne dust is known within 

reasonable uncertainties, models can forecast the distribution of dust particles and the feedback on the thermal and 

wind structure. Paradoxically, it would therefore be easier to forecast the evolution of a dust storm that initiated a 

few sols before, say, the Entry Descent and Landing (EDL) of a vehicle, than to forecast the possible onset of a 

storm that presented no signs in the preceding sols.  

C. On the risks related to global-scale dust storm 

When a global-scale, planet-encircling dust storm occurs, the Martian environment switches to a new regime 

which strongly differs from other periods and other years from the point of view of density, temperature, and wind 

profiles, surface luminosity, etc. These storms typically last for several months, and must be accounted for when 

designing and planning a mission to Mars. However, one should note that the word “dust storm” in this case can be 

misleading in the sense that on most of the planet strong surface winds are not expected. In fact, as a result of the 

change in atmospheric stability, in many locations the surface winds can be weaker than usual within the area 

covered by a “dust storm”, except at the edges where temperature contrasts are the strongest. Even the word 

“global” can be misleading, because these storms are born when several, often separated regional-scale dust storms 

occur together, and a large amount of dust injected beyond the atmospheric boundary layer is transported by large-

scale winds to engulf most of the planet. The role of possible “transient teleconnection events” (i.e. rapid changes of 

atmospheric state induced by a localized occurrence that contribute to trigger another occurrence at distance) has 

been put forward to account for the onset of multiple separated regional storms in the case of the MY25 global-scale 

storm (Montabone et al., 2008, Martinez-Alvarado et al., 2009), but at present it would require more extensive work 

to be validated and generalized.  

If forecasting the onset of a local or regional dust storm is difficult, forecasting the onset of a dust storm that 

attains the planetary scale –i.e. encircles all longitudes within a large latitudinal band– is even more difficult at the 

current state of the knowledge. Planet-encircling dust storms develop suddenly, rapidly, as a combination of 

multiple regional storms at locations possibly far apart. The atmospheric dust loading usually increases explosively 

by more than 5-fold within 10 sols, reaches a peak within 30-40 sols before dust lifting is shut down, then decays 

slowly over a long period of time (even longer than 150 sols, depending on the peak value) after sedimentation 

prevails, to eventually attain typical background values again.  
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Figure 3. Statistics of directly confirmed, inferred and dubious planet-encircling dust storms between 

LS=170° and LS=360° from 11th April 1955 (MY 1) to 18th June 2015 (end of MY 32). Historical data until 

MY 16 are taken from Martin & Zurek (1993), Zurek & Martin (1993). The question marks indicate the 

dubious MY 15 dust storm in 1982, and the period between 1983 and 1999 (between Viking and MGS) during 

which information is very fragmented or missing. In this period, a planetary-encircling dust storm was 

inferred in MY 21 by Clancy et al. (1994) on the basis of microwave observations of a major global 

atmospheric warming of 30-40 K in 1994. It must be noted that the statistics of planet-encircling dust storms 

cannot be considered to be completely reliable before the era of global and continuous spacecraft 

observations started with MGS science mapping in 1999, or at least before MGS started aerobraking in 1997. 

Because of the difficulty to observe Mars in favorable conditions throughout the dusty season from ground-

based observations, some planet-encircling storms might have gone undetected. Apart the well observed MY 

25 and MY 28 storms, the initial time and particularly the end time of each storm can be affected by not well-

defined uncertainties. The definition of end time of a planet-encircling storm may also be inhomogeneous 

among different sources. It is usually defined as the time when the dust optical depth has decreased to pre-

storm values. 

 

Five confirmed global dust storms have been observed by instruments either in Mars orbit or on the Martian 

surface (Figure 3) –one in 1971 (MY 9; Mariner 9), two in 1977 (MY 12; Viking), one in 2001 (MY 25; MGS), and 

one in 2007 (MY 28; MRO/Mars Odyssey/MEX). One additional storm, in 1982 (MY 15) was identified from 

Viking lander 1 pressure observations and two more confirmed storms –one in 1956 (MY 1) and one in 1973 (MY 

10)– are well documented in the ground‐based telescopic record. On this basis, a very rough estimation of the 

probability of the onset of a global-scale dust storm within a given week (7 sols) during the ~250 sols between 

LS=180° and 330° (within the HDL season) over Martian years 1-32 yields a probability of the order of  1% [i.e. 8 

storms /(32 Martian years *(250 sols/7 sols)) = 0.7% < 1%]. It must be stressed that this very general and roughly 

calculated value of probability does not take into account the increase or decrease of probability depending on the 

specific season and location, nor it takes into account the fact that the probability distribution of global-scale dust 

storms likely follows that of extreme episodic events rather than a classic Gaussian probability, therefore inferring 

probability values from past frequencies might not be a valid approach, as much as it is not valid, for instance, in the 

cases of the stock market and earthquake forecast. 
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The main difficulties in forecasting the onset of what can become a planet-encircling dust storm are: 

 These kind of storms can start as a local or regional-scale storm with no apparent preferential location 

within an extended band of latitudes (excluding the high latitudes); 

 They do not have preferential solar longitudes (see Fig. 3), although they seem to cluster around northern 

hemisphere autumn equinox (equinoctial storms) and winter solstice (solstitial storms); 

 They do not seemingly have a preferential time interval between two consecutive occurrences (e.g. two of 

such storms occurred in MY 12, but three Martian years passed between the one in MY 25 and the one in 

MY 28, and none occurred for the last 4 years –possibly 5, if including the currently ending MY 33). 

 The dust loading background in the sols preceding the onset of a planet-encircling dust storm may look 

very similar to the one present at the same season in years without global-scale storms. The simple 

monitoring of dust opacity, therefore, might not be sufficient if it is not associated to the monitoring of 

dynamical variables such as temperature, pressure, and (possibly derived) winds.   

 

How do global dust storm develop ?: As an illustration of the variability among the two best observed global-

scale storms, we summarise here the events that characterised their respective initiations.  

 

2001 storm (MY 25). Strausberg et al. (2005) is one of the studies that describe the onset of the 2001 storm. 

They use MOC wide-angle images and TES temperature and aerosol opacities retrievals. According to their 

analysis, the initiation of the storm “began along the northwestern rim of the Hellas basin just before southern spring 

solstice. The storm was initiated as several local dust storms propagated into Hellas from the seasonal ice cap edge 

to the south. Seasonal cap edge dust storm activity prior to Ls = 177° was little different in 2001 to that in the 

previous Martian year. However, between Ls = 177° and 178°, the area of local cap edge storm activity dramatically 

increased over that of the previous year, with this increase due almost completely to increased activity in the vicinity 

of Hellas, with area of lofted dust exceeding that in 1999 by over a factor of two thereafter. (…) Expansion of the 

storm out of the Hellas basin initially occurred to the north and to the east. No sustained transport to the west was 

observed, although ‘‘pulses’’ of dust to the west were. (…) For five days following Ls = 182°, the storm persisted as 

a regional event spilling north and east of Hellas, but without significant net growth. After Ls = 185°, the dust storm 

rapidly broke out of the Hellas region, with large amounts of dust spilling across Hesperia. The highly asymmetric 

dust spreading, to the east and not to the west, does not appear to be a ready consequence of winds predicted by 

numerical models, which do not show such mono-directionality. (…) At the same time as the eastward expansion, 

dust began spreading to the south, across the southern cap. The main dust cloud reached the edge of Tharsis just 

before Ls = 190°. At this point, distinct secondary dust lifting events occurred on the Tharsis plateau to the south of 

the ridge volcanoes, in Solis/Syria and Daedalia. Three degrees of Ls after the activation of the Solis/Syria/Daedalia 

lifting center, the storm had become fully global.” 

 

2007 storm (MY 28). Wang and Richardson (2015) describe the onset of the 2007 storm (MY 28) using MARCI 

Mars Daily Global Maps (MDGM): “While the 2001 global storm was unambiguously triggered in the mid-southern 

latitudes, the origin of the 2007 storm was less obvious. The major growth of the 2007 storm was at southern mid-

latitudes between Hellas and Noachis. However, a confined (‘‘flushing’’) dust storm was observed moving 

southwards from Chryse to Margaritifer Terra prior to the onset of subsequent major dust lifting. This raises the 

possibility that the Chryse storm in some way triggered or merged with the southern mid-latitude dust storm. (…) 

Ambiguity in this association, however, arises from the nature of the data coverage. The remainder of the 2007 

global dust storm initiation played out directly from the Noachis dust storm. The MDGM sequence shows the lifting 

in Noachis to strengthen over the next 3 sols with very little lateral motion. A threshold appears to have been 

dramatically crossed between Day 6 and 7, as the storm explosively grew during Day 7. Multiple secondary dust 

lifting centers appear to have become involved as early as Day 8 or 9 in the MDGM sequence. By the 10th day, the 

storm is well on its way toward planet-encircling scale.” 

It should be reported here that recent studies claim a correlation between the occurrence (and non-occurrence) of 

global-scale dust storms and the changes of Mars’ orbital angular momentum with respect to the solar system 

barycenter. This correlation, allegedly occurring via the (necessarily weak) coupling between Mars’ orbital angular 

momentum and axial rotation (Shirley, 2017), has been suggested to favor the development of global-scale storms in 

a Mars Global Climate Model (GCM) in certain Martian years rather than others, generally corresponding to 

available observations (Mischna & Shirley, 2017). The authors used their claimed correlation to forecast the 

presence or absence of global-scale storms in the eight Mars years from MY 32 to MY 39 (Shirley, 2015, Shirley & 

Mischna, 2017).  
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Although these studies might help to understand the mechanisms that trigger the onset and subsequent 

development of planetary-scale storms, at the current state of knowledge they are affected by some limitations: 

1) The scale of the forcing introduced by the dynamical coupling could be far too small compared to other necessary 

conditions –e.g. the availability of dust to be lifted - to have an appreciable impact; 2) As seen in Figure 3, there are 

many non-observed years and significant uncertainties in the definition of planetary-scale dust storms before MY 

23, which makes hard to carry out a precise comparison with the occurrence and not-occurrence of such storms 

using past observations, and could introduce selective biases; 3) The prediction of a likely global-scale storm in MY 

33 (Shirley, 2015, Shirley & Mischna, 2017) was not confirmed by observational evidence (to date, i.e. about a 

month before the end of MY 33); 4) Every Martian year without the occurrence of a global-storm could increase the 

probability of having one the following year (if one consider arguments based on the replenishment of dust 

reservoirs in key locations), therefore the possible realization of the prediction of an even more likely global-scale 

storm in MY 34 if it did not occur in MY 33 (Shirley, 2015, Shirley & Mischna, 2017) does not necessarily prove 

the theory put forward by Shirley (2017).  

VI. Dust vertical distribution and detached layers 

The MCS instrument aboard MRO has provided the first extensive climatology of the vertical distribution of 

dust (as well as water ice) since LS ~ 110° in MY 28, although other instruments had already provided a limited 

number of profiles beforehand (e.g. TES or SPICAM instrument aboard MEX). We just recall that one main issue 

with MCS is still the retrieval coverage at low latitudes and in the first scale height (i.e. within 10 km altitude), 

especially when the atmosphere is rich in aerosols (water ice and dust). Furthermore, throughout the dataset, there is 

still an issue with quality retrievals on the dayside, resulting in fewer successful retrievals than on the nightside. 

Nightside aerosol -and temperature- retrievals are less likely to fail (except for the dusty seasons), because the 

surface radiances are generally smaller and come from emission, which is less sensitive to uncertainties on particle 

properties. There are significant differences between dayside and nightside dust profiles, which is a scientific issue 

not yet understood (see e.g. Heavens et al., 2014, for a discussion of possible physical explanations, yet to be tested 

in models).     

In Figure 4, as an exemple of vertical distribution of the dust, we summarize dust mixing ratio profiles calculated 

from corresponding available retrievals of dayside extinction IR dust opacity profiles in all available martian years 

until MY 32 in Oxia Planum (in a 12° longitude × 12° latitude area centred on the candidate landing site of former 

ESA’s ExoMars 2018 rover mission) in a range of solar longitudes around the rover previously planned EDL (LS = 

[320°, 330°]). We just recall that, starting from the equation:  

   

 
 

     

       
   

where dzτ is the vertical derivative of the dust opacity (opacity/km), ρ is the air density, Qext is the extinction 

coefficient, ρd and reff are the particle density and effective radius and q is the dust mixing ratio (kg/kg), one can 

invert it to calculate the dust mixing ratio (kg/kg):  

  
   

 

       

     

  

We have done so under the assumptions that ρd = 2500 kg/m
3
, Qext = f(reff) and the effective radius of the dust 

particles varies with pressure according to a given profile (e.g. it can be calculated using a model, in absence of 

observations).  

The number of available profiles in Figure 4 (between 14 and 45) and the vertical extension depends on the year, 

because of several issues with MCS observations (as briefly discussed above). Within the chosen target space-time 

box, the profiles can be considered fairly homogeneous, at least from the synoptic point of view. The variations with 

respect to the mean (tick black line) highlight the local weather variability. It must be noted that relative 

uncertainties can be very large at higher altitudes (e.g. above 40 km), therefore the shape of the profiles when the 

values of dust opacity are very low is questionable (N. B.: the averages are calculated at each pressure level by 

eliminating those values with relative uncertainty > 1).  

Overall, in all years except possibly in MY 28 –but a further issue with a mechanical problem preventing the use 

of MCS elevation actuator might apply in this case- the profiles of dust mixing ratio show the presence of detached 

layers at about 35 km altitude, i.e. a local increase of dust opacity/dust mixing ratio in a thin layer of atmosphere 

(about 10 km thick). Detached layers are currently a “hot topic” in Mars atmospheric studies (see e.g. Heavens et al. 

2014, 2015), and their dynamics is difficult to reproduce in models, although there have been several successful 

(2) 

(3) 
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cases (e.g. Spiga et al, 2013, Daerden et al., 2015). As noted before, the spatial variation of the vertical distribution 

of dust seems to play a significant role in thermal response (Guzewich et al., 2013). 

 
Figure 4: Vertical profiles of dust mixing ratios calculated from the corresponding profiles of extinction IR 

(21.6 µm) dust opacity retrieved from observations by MRO-MCS (retrieval version 4.3) at Oxia Planum in 

MY 28 through MY 32, LS~324° (i.e. at candidate landing site of former ESA’s ExoMars 2018 Rover). The 

mixing ratios are calculated using Eq. 3 where the vertical profile of the dust effective radius is extracted 

from the Mars Climate Database 5.2 with climatological dust scenario. The dayside profiles (local times 

between 12:30 and 16:00 h) are selected in the solar longitude range LS = [320°, 330°] over a 12° longitude × 

12° latitude box centred on Oxia Planum [335.45°E longitude, 24.55°S latitude]. In each panel, the black thick 

line represents the average dust mixing ratio profile, calculated at those pressure levels where there are at 

least three valid values of dust opacities with relative uncertainties smaller than 1 (i.e. the uncertainty must 

be smaller than the corresponding opacity value). Two vertical scales are provided in each plot: pressure (in 

logarithmic scale) and pseudo-altitude. Pseudo-altitude is calculated as −H ln(p/pref), where p is the pressure, 

H = 11 km is a reference Martian scale height and pref = 610 Pa is the reference pressure corresponding to 

ground level in pseudo-altitude. 
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VII. Conclusive remarks  

In this paper we have tried to provide a necessarily short review of our current knowledge on the distribution of 

dust in space and time in the Martian atmosphere, highlighting the uncertainties along with the great achievements 

of past and current spacecraft missions. There is no doubt that future missions will help to improve the overall 

picture and possibly provide new observations on aspects that are currently poorly constrained (e.g. the size, shape 

and density distributions of the dust particles).  

When thinking about future missions, it is worth mentioning here ESA’s Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO), currently in 

aerobraking phase and planned to start its science operations in early 2018, the “Hope” spacecraft mission from the 

United Arab Emirates, scheduled to be launched in 2020, and the two scheduled rover missions (NASA 2020 and 

ESA ExoMars 2020), which will provide new information on the dust properties from ground. It is also worth 

mentioning here that future analysis of past observations might provide new insights, for instance on the vertical 

dust distribution (Wolff et al., 2017) or the horizontal distribution (Montabone et al., 2017) during the MGS/TES 

years. 

A promising technique for forecasting dust storms is “data assimilation”, which consists in combining all 

available information to reconstruct a best estimate of the state of the atmosphere. The information comes from two 

sources of data: observations by instrument(s) and results from a numerical model of the considered system. Thus, 

assimilation can be seen as an (optimal) extrapolation or interpolation of observations in space and time using a 

numerical model. The current research in assimilation for Mars’ atmosphere has focused on nudging (Analysis 

Correction scheme) and ensemble Kalman filtering. All in all, these schemes are not mature enough yet to be used 

for the purpose of predictability of dust storms. Promising results using the assimilation of temperature and aerosol 

observations could lead to prediction of the evolution of dust days in advance, once it has already been lifted, 

injected and observed in the atmosphere. This is made possible by the capability of a numerical model to efficiently 

simulate the horizontal and vertical transport of dust on a global scale. However, the complexity of dust lifting and 

atmospheric injection mechanisms (see e.g. Mulholland et al. 2013, Spiga et al. 2013) and the lack of continuous 

synoptic observations, which induce a lack of understanding of the onset of dust storms, are the main reasons why it 

is quite unlikely to have soon an assimilation tool that is fully able to predict the occurrence of a dust storm. 

Finally, we would like to mention that none of the missions to Mars so far has been able to provide both 

continuous and synoptic monitoring of Martian aerosols, which would allow for studying their dynamics in detail. A 

truly  innovative method to obtain continuous synoptic observations of the dust distribution (at least the horizontal 

one) would be to use a Mars-stationary (areostationary) satellite rather than a polar orbiter (see Montabone & 

Forget, 2017).  
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